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About This Content

Nightside Original Soundtrack featuring twenty atmospheric tracks by musicians Bogdan Alexandrescu and Daniel Hollender.
Full tracklist below:

01. Into Darkness
02. Green Ice

03. Mothership
04. Mastermind
05. The Nova
06. The YX
07. Fortress

08. Warpillar
09. Explorers

10. On The Nightside
11. Moth
12. Quad

13. The Noxx
14. Zenith

15. Predator
16. Core

17. Dominator
18. Navigator
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19. Seeker
20. Consumer
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E6600/AMD Phenom X3 8750

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 260/Radeon HD 4870

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space
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The book was better, but at least the game will read it for you and turn the pages! I wish Yorrick were here, he was funny. Plus,
there are pirates, and a funeral.. Just like any other online game developed by Valve.
Complete garbage.

The only good things are community-made game modes, models and maps.
. It needs some polishing for now but combat was fun enough and devs were responsive. I think it will become better and better.
A nice route, great scenery and the new class 37 is better than previous, with the RETB token system a nice extra - however
what would be a near perfect route DLC is marred by poor track geometry and a complete lack of canted (super elevated)
curves.

The new track graphic texture is nice, including check rails on tight curves - but the poor alignment is a real disappointment as
the way the track actually rides is one of the most realistic features availible in the TS series and is always a disappointment
when poorly executed. The Horseshoe Curve DLC set the standard for super realistic track geometry in TS2012 and most
subsequent releases have made good use of it, but more recently the standard has sporadically shifted back to pre TS2012 and
for myself at least, this is a real shame as it feels like what you'd expect a toy train set to feel like rather than a real line.

However I would still recommend the West Highland DLC for the gradients (which unlike the curves are executed very
nicely) and the RETB token system is a fun feature. I just hope there might be a patch released to address the curve
geometry, I'd even pay extra for it........ takes place in 1930's New York.
main actors voice over rivals Deus Ex's own JC Denton for most monotone, ever.

These are good things, and the story is A+.

Got it half off, but worth it. +1 would rec.. This is♥♥♥♥♥♥. Have I got it for free from some bundle? If yes - then it's ok.
But in it's current state I can't recommend it even with 80% discount I see now. Simply nothing to do in this game after first
10 minutes.... Don't buy this game. I know its cheap on a regular basis, but don't buy it. Worst 2-5 dollars you can spend.

What you should do is every time it comes on special put the equivalent amount away in a jar. Whan you have enough buy a
Call fof Duty or Medal of Honor game. Or better yet Far Cry 2 or Metro 2033.

You have been warned.. Just completed the first testing facility and want to share some early thoughts.

If you like Super Meat Boy, then you are likely to love this one too. These two have many similarities (in a good way), but
Pivot Pilot adds refreshing unique gameplay elements, as the title suggests. In addition to the player character, you control a
robotic arm by rotating each of its three segments. The robotic arm is used to transport the player character to otherwise
unreachable places where he can hit switches and such. Levels are finished by navigating the tip of the arm to the goal.
Don't be fooled, it is not as easy as it sounds. Concentration is required to pass the puzzles.

The level design is clever and provides a real challenge with equal satisfaction. Sometimes you really need to rush and get
that jumping sequence perfectly executed. There is no blaming the controls: you died - your fault.

And speaking of dying, that is going to happen often. Luckily, the soundtrack is so amazing that it will distract you from
getting too frustrated. You might as well just hand out the award for the best video game soundtrack of 2017 already. The
graphical style is also spot on.

No reason why this game shouldn't be a great hit.. Buggy, ugly, controls like butt, and the camera often is terrible. Other
than the fact that it tries to copy Hitman, I can't see any redeeming qualities to this game.
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Completely unresponsive, not worth the 5 dollars it cost to download.. I fell in love with the concept of being a cougar, but was
sorely disappointed when everything on the map was a blob and there was no mouse sensitivity options to allow me to actually
catch prey instead of spinning in circles. Not something I'd recommend.. This game is hard. The price is perfect for it. 69 cents
for two way enjoyment of 5 minutes of fun and burning alive. Mmm. So Juicy.. I only really like the map menu. And why the
hell do we have to 'unlock' multiplayer? That makes no sense when it's the only reason I got it.. I am utterly in love with this
game. The music is simply fantastic! (If you're into minimalistic electro\/ house, that is.) So far, each stage has it's own colour
pattern, looks, sound, and music. The variety has been overwhelming so far. One stage is Upbeat-House, while the next is
relaxed Drum & Bass. I love it.

The gameplay is really straight-forward and maybe not a huge game-changer. But the music-creation really adds that extra sense
of "Oh god I just placed a new weapon!". Which is one of the best feelings in the game, together with gathering funds and
destroying viruses.

It's stressy, yet relaxing. If you're into electronic music and tower-defense games, I'd definitely recommend this!. Terrible and
useless.

The only moments anyone will see it is in the short match preparation, and since your armor colors won't change, your weapon
will no longer match with the rest of your character.
In the match the only person really seeing it will be you, yourself, and all you will see is the poor quality of these skins - they
look nothing like on the screenshots.. The map is f%%king disgusting and tedious
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